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before john currin had children in his early forties and started transmogrifying
hard-core pornography, he painted women almost exclusively. And they made him famous.
And rich. With their tortuous bodies and haunting faces, they simultaneously repulsed and
attracted; looking at them, you weren’t sure if you were objectifying them or they were objectifying you. At the beginning of Currin’s rise in the early ’90s, critics of a certain feminist
slant, buying into the former, reviled him, dismissing his work as “misogynistic, sexist, and
ageist.” One called for a boycott. During the next decade, however, that writer recanted and
Currin—whose subversive, ironic, lovable, and loathsome characters have earned him comparisons to 500 years’ worth of ﬁgurative painters, from Botticelli to Rockwell—would garner popular acclaim and critical praise (the art critic Peter Schjeldahl told me that, among
living painters, none deserve their accolades more than Currin). But even as the artist took
down his latest show in January—twenty new paintings, his most explicit to date—detractors remained: chronic contrarians; envious, lesser artists; and The New Republic’s Jed Perl,
who carried the sharpest hatchet of all. (“In a rational world,” Perl has written, “Currin’s
mousy imitations of old-master portrait styles would not earn him a freelance gig as a magazine illustrator.”) Perl and his ilk see Currin as a philistine and a fraud—the P. Diddy of
painters, a sampler, a thief. But they’re a dwindling minority. Since Currin’s retrospective at
the Whitney Museum in 2003, he’s undergone a coronation of sorts; in certain tastemaking
circles, he’s now considered king. And all because he found a way to capitalize on the most
mundane, most elusive of all male obsessions: women.
Currin’s women are vulnerable and ﬁerce, hindered and free, fantastical yet real. In short,
they’re the women who confound and mesmerize us every day of our lives. But Currin never
set out to clear up the mystery or catalog the complexities of the female psyche. With his
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early women, anyway, he was actually just
painting…himself. “They were ways of doing self-portraits without doing self-portraits,” he says. We’re sitting in his freshly
organized studio (and former home), just
above Canal Street, which feels a lot like a
recently vacated warehouse or a squatter’s
den: mismatched chairs, staggered bottles,
goat and sheep pelts in a pile, a headless
dummy, several easels, and one giant ﬂoor
lamp, which the artist neglects to turn on,
thereby leaving us in a state of perpetual
twilight. “For a long time, that persona of a
middle-aged divorced woman seemed to ﬁt,
in an allegorical way, how I saw myself. I was
depressed. I felt like I was hampered by my
past, which makes it sound like there were
all kinds of interesting problems, but there
weren’t. I just felt bad. People were like, ‘You
should see a therapist,’ so I did. First I went
to a man, and his whole thing was, ‘You gotta
commit,’ so I broke up with him. Then I had
this woman, and she was really good-looking and about my age. I enjoyed going to
her, because I liked trying to make her laugh
and trying to impress her. That kept me interested for a while. I don’t know what I got
out of it, except maybe an ease with public
speaking. I think it makes you a better Charlie Rose guest if you can see someone. But
by the time I met my wife, Rachel, I was so
happy I wasn’t unhappy anymore that it just
seemed ludicrous to continue going.”
In 1994, a mutual acquaintance introduced him to Rachel Feinstein, a visual artist nine years his junior. “It had been pointed
out to me that there were female characters
in my work that resembled her strongly,” Currin says. “I was actually introduced to her because somebody said, ‘You’ve gotta meet this
girl. She looks like your paintings.’ ” Up until
Rachel—with whom he fell in love “in the
ﬁrst minute of meeting her,” and whose likeness appears in his work frequently—Currin
describes his dating history in bleak terms.
As a teenager in Stamford, Connecticut, he
says, his own ineptitude, coupled with parental discouragement, stunted his romantic
growth; he spent his undergraduate years
at Carnegie Mellon honing his “anguishedpainter persona,” which hardly helped matters; and he ﬁnally came away from Yale
with an MFA, a job painting houses, and a
personal relationship with Morrissey. “I fell
in love with this girl who lived in New Haven,” he says. “Part of her appeal was that she
wasn’t a Yale student. She was pretty in the
rock ’n’ roll sense of the word. But she went
back to her boyfriend and dumped me, and I
was really broken—I used to sit in the dark,
in my little studio apartment, listening over
and over to this Smiths tape she’d given me.
Once, at one o’clock in the morning, instead
of pressing stop, I accidentally pressed record
or something—years later I listened to that
tape again and noticed these two seconds of
depression. Of silence. And I thought, Oh,
that’s what it sounded like.” Currin laughs.
“That’s the most vivid depression story I have
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sta nding in the middle of the pantheonic and ethereally lit Gagosian Gallery
on Manhattan’s Upper East Side, Currin is
showing me his porn. “I like the engorged
labia on that one,” he says, pointing to a
canvas called The Dane. “And those nipples
are e≠ective [Purple Bra]. And I did a good
job with the spread legs and the dick over
there [Rotterdam].” Of the twenty paintings
surrounding us, eight were inspired by the
’70s-era Scandinavian smut the artist trolls
for on the Web (with his wife) and prizes for
its visual weirdness and its commemoration of bygone Northern European fantasy

sex. (In no way, however, are Currin’s works
debauched facsimiles. “They’re one-o≠s,”
says Schjeldahl. “They invest a lot in being particular. They bracket pornography,
and the second-hand sex we’re all sloshing
around in, in a way that makes us think
about it.”) Currin describes his work with
scholarly a≠ection—which is to say he manages to mask his Regular Guy perversions
with some pretty lofty art-school parlance.
“To paint a vagina,” he says, “you don’t have
to be having sex with it. You have to paint it.
Painting is its own pleasure.”
He walks toward Rotterdam—which depicts a marcelled harlot and her Pornostani
man candy suspended in a state of near penetration (“He’s never getting in there,” Currin
laughs)—and stops an arm’s length away. He
cranes his head toward, nearly into, the fullfrontal display. “This was just a picture from
the Internet,” he says. Her inner thighs look
inﬂated and bu≠ed, cream-ﬁlled and glazed
like day-old éclairs. The image, once merely
prurient, now says something about not just
the perfunctory ﬂuid exchanges between
day-laboring fuck buddies but also a painter’s
ability to cast the act of sex in a more exalted
light; its execution lends authority. “It had
to transcend its source. A certain redemption happens when they’re transformed into
paintings.”
As Currin makes his way toward a large
rendering of a woman’s crotch, a tight-faced
lady in a mink bomber and furry gloves
walks into the room. She doesn’t recognize
the tall, slightly doughy man with thinning, messy hair and pink-rimmed glasses
going on about how to ﬁnish a clitoris with
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The Woman in the Waves
1868
by Gustave Courbet

In terms of basic pornographic
intention, there’s Courbet’s The
Woman in the Waves (1868). She has
beautiful tits. Sore, swollen nipples.
She’s in the water, and the waves
are lapping at the bottoms of her
breasts. These swollen, transparent,
translucent nipples. They’re so sore
and so bluish, bluish magenta, blue
and green and gray and everything.
Man, talk about a painting that’s a
little bit embarrassing to stand in
front of in a museum. I’m always
embarrassed. It’s at the Met. It’s an
incredibly sexy painting, and not for
any complicated reason—just the
breasts. They’re real and beautiful,
and there’s no other agenda here
other than to present them. She even
has her arms up to show them off!

a palette knife as a bona ﬁde art star. She
doesn’t peg John Currin as the redeemer
of anything. (Not that he’d be comfortable
with that distinction himself.) She doesn’t
even look at him, actually. And she deﬁnitely
doesn’t hear what he’s saying, because if
she did, if she bothered to stop barking into
her phone and discuss her shoes later, she’d
know that the man in the parka—hands
in his pockets, standing straight as a soldier—speaking lovingly now about oriﬁces
and how to ﬁll them, might warrant a second
look. Instead, she assesses his work with her
lips and walks out. I doubt Currin even saw
her. Looking only at his paintings, he never
breaks stride. “With porno,” he says, “people
get vicarious sexual pleasure by shifting
their attention o≠ a real person and onto
an object. Pornography promises that it can
be the sexual experience; it takes the place.
Paintings don’t do that. Paintings provide
idealized portraits of women. A painting
guides you to look at a woman like the most
beautiful thing on earth. Porn guides you to
look at her as the best athlete.”
In his jeans, Old Navy sweatshirt, and high
brown leather boots straight out of a Renaissance tannery, Currin guides me through the
rest of the show. Next to the de facto centerpiece, Rotterdam, is a canvas featuring a full
set of very suggestive crockery. The lustrous
teapots and tureens are crenellated in a way
that brings to mind the slogan “ribbed for her
pleasure”; the salt and pepper shakers look
like precious porcelain dildos for the wellheeled closet freaks who populate this very
neighborhood and sometimes buy Currin’s
work for six, maybe seven ﬁgures. Further
on, Copenhagen both sends up and demonizes a threesome. It gives o≠ an ominous vibe.
Sure, the faceless man in front of us has two
women at his disposal, but at the same time it
seems they might devour him. Of the women
in this painting, Currin points at the one who
does not have a penis stu≠ed inside her—on
her knees, pushing down on the other woman’s backside, she’s a grim-faced, droopybreasted blond whom the artist likens to a
Danish bookmobile driver—and says, “She’s
partly a stand-in for me. The observer.”
Currin keeps walking and talking, leading me past ﬁnely crafted softer images,
including a diaphanous portrait of his then
2-year-old son, Francis, shirtless and curious, peeking down over the edge of a chair.
“I was very scared at ﬁrst about putting my
son in the show,” he says. “I was like, ‘Oh, my
God. Am I gonna get Child Services coming
in here?’ The placement was kind of dicey.”
He takes a long look at Francis and shrugs.
“But there is a causal relationship between
sex and children. I also like that it seems instructional, a pro-life show of porn for my
son: First you do this, then you do this, and
then you do this.…”
It’s worth noting that Currin often and
openly opposes his own ideas. Exposing his
children—Francis has a younger brother,
Holly—to his work, “instructional” though it
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besides my paintings.” He assures me that his
recent works (for the most part) come from a
more conﬁdent and complete place.
It’s not that John Currin got happy all of
a sudden, but one gets the sense that both
the artist and his subjects have evolved into
beings who, at the very least, have an understanding of what happiness is. “Before I
met Rachel,” he says, “my work was so much
about negative feelings.” His women, from
1989 through 1993, are a sour lot, all scowls
and smirks and secrets. Post-Rachel, however, colors brightened and bodies acquired
more ﬂesh. Breasts engorged. Eyes softened.
Hair became luxurious, long, electric with
lust. Post-Rachel, Currin’s work has come to
reﬂect an expanded emotional spectrum—
one much closer to that presented by the centuries-old masterpieces he studies, reveres,
and frequently references. “I think with great
art, you’re feeling every emotion,” he says.
“You’re feeling everything all at once.”

the wizard

1994
oil on canvas
32" x 26"

jaunty & mame

thanksgiving

1997
oil on canvas
48" x 36"

may be, has been a signiﬁcant source of inner turmoil. “Toward the end of making this
show,” he says, “I had this dream that made
me realize these [sexual] images are terrifying on a certain level. I dreamed my kids were
in danger. I was in this room ﬁlled with booze
and drugs and deformed, legless people having sex. They had horribly disﬁgured faces.
Then, there was this ﬂoating apparition of
a Guadalupe Madonna-virgin with rainbow
colors wrapped around her like a Disney hologram. If you looked right at it, it was this
velvety, kitschy thing. But it was really the
savior. I thought, Well, that’s the only way
you can approach it: God has no value if
approached directly. It’s only peripherally
that it has any worth. I guess the point of the
dream is that Satan is right there all the time.
I remember feeling like I desperately needed
to be saved from this satanic situation, and it
was awful because my kids were there. This
was me worrying about the times my kids
have been in the studio, seeing these paintings. I felt like it was hurting them in a way.
“This dream was one of my ﬁrst religious
experiences, and it was prompted by making
a painting of a guy squeezing his cock really
hard.” He nods toward Rotterdam, laughs
nervously, then looks, once again, at the
portrait of Francis in front of him. “Having
children makes you a little more willing to
see religion,” he says. “But really, the bulk of
whatever religious feeling I have comes from
looking at paintings.”
We ﬁnally come to a halt in front of a pair
of companion pieces, Kissers and Malmö.
Both originated from the same pornographic
image (Currin has asked me not to print
the names of the Web sites he uses, though
he assures me they’re named deliciously) of
two barely legals rounding the bases atop a

2003
oil on canvas
68" x 52"

shaggy bedspread. Kissers shows the goingson above the belt, while Malmö includes the
action below it. “I don’t want to be kissing
either of those people,” says Currin. “But
I think the painting is sexy. It’s about these
nestled crevices everywhere.” He points out
folds in the ﬂesh and the fabric, arms draping over shoulders and legs, at the partings of
lips, the barely perceptible ﬁssures between
hairs. “That’s the intimate part of a painting. The sexy part is the confusion between
touching and seeing. All our sexual memories are a combination of remembering what
something felt like and what something
looked like, and to me that’s a big part of
painting—melding those two things together
in an image rather than a memory.”

I

in a white-tablecloth restaurant o≠ upper
Park Avenue, Currin—whose wife just called
to tell him their SoHo apartment building might be on ﬁre—orders foie gras and a
cheeseburger. “No onions anywhere near it,”
he tells the waiter. “Not even on the plate.”
His lunch preference is only telling in that it
signiﬁes something more than just carnivorousness and good taste. It ﬂags one of the
artist’s core conﬂicts: He is a conservative
American man—practical in his work, wardrobe, and manners—with a deeply romantic
sense of European tradition. “As a painter,”
he says, “I idealize European things.”
But this, too, has become a source of torment. Currin believes that the Continental
culture he’s savored ever since tenth grade—
when a bearded Russian with a thick accent
and an attic studio “like Miss Havisham’s
wedding cake” taught him to hold a brush
and paint potatoes, elbows, and thighs—is on
the verge of dying o≠ completely. “All they’ve
g e n t l e m e n ’ s
a p r i l
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“ f e d e r a l” r a c h e l
2006
oil on canvas
50" x 40"

got left,” he says, “is windsurﬁng, stilted food,
and porn.” He explains that his recent images—the most profane of which are named
after major Northern European cities—also
function as elegies. “The death of European
culture is a sad thing,” he says. “Not just the
death of the sex culture but the death of liberal societies in general.”
Pornography, in a way, represents the last
vestiges of Currin’s moribund utopia. “That’s
another aspect of this,” he says. “This wasn’t
just any porn. It was important to me that
it was European. Apart from them being images of people having sex, the whole milieu
of the ’70s porno shoot was a moment of
liberation. I had this idea that it could have
sparked a strange rebirth of Europe as a kind
of rococo fantasy land. But that clearly didn’t
happen.”
I ask him what did happen, and he brings
up falling European birthrates—“You think
about the idealized European sexual creature
who can be turned on by anything, the fresh
produce from the garden, putting a strawberry on her nipple, but it starts to seem silly
when you realize that they don’t know how to
have babies anymore”—and then launches,
with great feeling, into a discourse on pornography as a kind of armament in an ongoing culture war.
“I’m gonna have a fucking fatwa on me
for saying this,” he says, “but I had a kind of
cockamamy political idea that this is what
we’re ﬁghting the Islamists with: They’ve
got the Koran, and we’ve got the best porn
ever made! I mean that as a joke but also as
something that’s literally true.” Currin explains that his foray into Danish pornography coincided with the 2005 publication in
Denmark’s leading newspaper of twelve cartoons of the prophet (continued on page 260)

found the guy and beat him up and tied a
rope around his dick.”
3) “I’ve been thinking about my ﬁrst wife
a lot recently. I wonder if she’s alive. Sometimes I think, What if we’d stayed together?
What if I overreacted to her mother? It was
sixty years ago, but she was what I wanted—
and she was the best I ever had. The sex
was good, but we were young. We would
have tried more things over the years, but it
wouldn’t have mattered how it turned out,
because we were in love. And I guess that’s
what love really is.”

How Mahuffer got
his mojo back.

the name Mahu≠er had come from Mr.
John Susor’s youth, when he and a close
friend had taken their ﬁrst jobs with a
bookie. The bookie had a beautiful car—a
seven-passenger Caddy—that he let them use
to run errands. And when they passed anyone in town, they heard the same shouted
question: “Hey, whose car is that?”
“Mahu≠er’s,” they would shout back. It
was a purely ﬁctional word they’d made up.
“Mahu≠er’s?”
“Yeah—Mahu≠er’s!” Then they’d accelerate, laughing until they pissed their pants.
Over time, Mr. John Susor and Mahu≠er
became one and the same, a character in his
own life, the adventuring spirit, the quintessential self-invented American hero.
The marriages were about self-invention, too. In any relationship, there was the
“ﬁddle-faddle”—sex—but there was also
something else. “I liked what they taught
me,” said the legend of his wives. “But even
as I made a vow to each of them, I made a
vow to myself, about just how much of them
I could live with. Maybe someone else would
have been shattered with each divorce, but I
drew strength from them.”
So was that why he married again and
again—said “I do” and then, three months
later, had his lawyer on the phone—because
it made him stronger?
“Oh yeah!” he boomed. “There were times
when I got shot out of the saddle, when I
couldn’t do anything right. But I knew what I
didn’t want. And once I was rid of them, I felt
free. And that’s how I found what I did want.”

cosmic power of love. This was as close as he
could come to it:
“Look, that’s just a sex act. There’s no
love, nothing there. If the love is there, you
start thinking about them. They’re on your
mind all the time. Of course, you think about
sex with them, but it’s a little di≠erent. Like
#5, the little freckle-faced one from Chillicothe; she was weird, boy. When it came to
lovin’, she’d go crazy. She’d howl and groan
and moan. She’d bite on both sides of your
thighs…bite! Black and blue. You know why
she did that? So I wouldn’t mess with no
other girl. That was her trademark. That was
love, her way. To show she was mine and I
was hers. That we were thinking about each
other all the time.
“Still, I never did understand that. Hurt
like hell. Do you follow me?”

Second endings.

sadly, it still always came down to goodbye. And as sure as there would be an ending, there was often a second one. The crying
breakfast with #1, Jean. Several skirmishes
with #9, Jutta. A blow job from #2 after signing the divorce papers. Some disappeared,
but others were like #7, Mildred.
About ﬁve years after splitting, after the
usual involvement of lawyers and acrimonious divorce proceedings, Mr. John Susor had
a call at his bar.
“Do you know who this is?” came a small
voice.
“No, I do not,” he said. Sounded like a very
old broad.
“It’s Millie,” she said.
“Jesus, Millie, how are you?”
“Thinking about old times,” said Millie,
“and was wondering if I could come and
spend a few days with you.”
“Why, sure,” said Mr. John Susor, genuinely glad, but then never heard word
again. She probably had doubts, he thought
at the time. So be it.

>john

currin
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Love, love, nothing but love,
still love, still more…

even after nine wives and eighty-eight
years, even with arthritic joints that sometimes made it hard to cross a room, love
was a mysterious primal force that Mr. John
Susor was still trying to understand. “I realized at some point,” he said, “that I could
do exactly what the women did. If they
wanted sex, they could have it any night of
the week, with any man. Just show up at the
bar and men are usually willing. Now I’ve
got women down the road, I can call them
up today and go there and set in a chair, and
she’ll get down on her hands and knees and
blow me.”
I should have seen it coming, but really?
Was this another act of delusional optimism,
machismo unfettered, the id in action? He
assured me it was true, but it spoke to a
larger point he was trying to make about the
260.GQ.c O m . a p r .07

 uhammad and the incendiary free-speech
M
debates and worldwide rioting that followed.
“There was a total capitulation to that on the
part of The New York Times and other major newspapers,” he says. “By not printing
the cartoons, they pretty much said, ‘We’ve
decided we don’t need to show them even
though people have been killed over them.’

Three years later, a friend of Millie’s came
to the bar and told the story. They found the
door to Millie’s big lake house open—and
the car trunk unlatched. Inside the trunk
was a suitcase—and Millie. She’d died loading the car. When they found her body, it
had decomposed.
Except for maybe one or two of his wives,
he believed they were all dead now.
He was seated by the ﬁre again, reclining
against a pornographic pillow, ﬁngering
the gold lump around his neck. “Suddenly,
you’re the only one left,” he said. “There’s
no one to talk to, no one who remembers
how it was. You know in your head all the
stories. They become part of you. But then
what happens?”
He said that over the recent nights, he’d
kept thinking and dreaming about Jean.
Just couldn’t get her out of his head.
Haunted by her.
She’d been #1, and she’d always listened
to him, to his hopes and dreams. He’d taken
her to the big parties of his extended family—his father’s side—the ones where they
square-danced and sang and laughed until
all hours with all of his aunts and uncles and
cousins. They were a family that seemed so
happy, and Jean would leave with a stomach
ache from so much laughing.
Mr. John Susor got up and shu≠led beneath the brassieres, retrieved a log, and
added it to the ﬁre. He wasn’t down yet. And
so long as he wasn’t, he couldn’t stop thinking of Jean. When he did, he was no longer
Mahu≠er, folk-legend bar owner. He was just
John again, full of those same old hopes and
dreams. “I’d like to ﬁnd her,” he said.
“And what if you did?” said I. What would
you say after six decades, after all the other
lives you both have led?
“I’d have only one question for her,” he
said. “Are you married?”
michael paterniti is a gq correspondent

Somehow, it was more important to show a
picture of Britney Spears. That’s of compelling interest, but you can’t show what all
the hubbub is about? It just made me think,
Wow, we’re losing this battle because they’re
winning by intimidation.
“In the European theater,” he says—and
here Currin uses the word porn in a more
symbolic sense, as a reference to the sum of
his leftist ideals—“the question seemed to
be, ‘Who’s gonna win? Allah or porn?’ Personally, I hope we win. I hope porn wins.”
In part, then, one might view Currin’s recent pornographic output as his contribution to the stockpile, his attempt to preserve
the liberalism and free thinking he holds
so dear. “I don’t expect people to read this
in the paintings without being prompted by
me,” he says. “But that was part of the background when I was making them.”
His phone rings. It’s Rachel (again), reporting that, yes, their building was on ﬁre, but
now it’s under control. In the span of a twominute conversation, Currin calls his wife
“sweetie” three times and “sweetheart” and
“darling” once each; he says “I love you” twice,
appending it to a “sweetie” in one instance

and letting it stand alone in the other. When
he hangs up, he asks that I stop him if he
goes on another political tirade. “I always go
from sex to politics,” he says. “I was hoping
this show would include both.”
The waiter delivers our burgers, and
Currin peeks under the bun. “Burgers are
di≠erent than other foods, because you have
to be in the right mood,” he says. “The unexpectedness of a burger can be the best thing
about it.” He takes a bite. “It’s a little bit like
sex in that way. Actually, it’s just like sex. It’s
the same experience over and over again.”
Another bite. “The thing that matters is the
context. Of course, there’s the relative quality of the burger to consider, but it’s really
about where it happens and how it happens
and whether you’re expecting it or not and
how irresponsible you’re being in having it
at that particular time.” He mentions that
Rachel made “an insane burger” just the
other day.
Even though he’s been with Rachel for
thirteen years, I get the sense that Currin
still can’t quite fathom what she’s doing with
him. He describes himself, mostly, as intolerable with a desire to improve; he describes
her only in superlatives. Coming here, I
wondered—somewhat naively—if painting
women for all these years gave Currin an
advantage as a husband; that maybe he’d accumulated some wisdom about the opposite
sex through his art. When I tell him this, he
almost chokes on his fries. “I don’t think I
have a special understanding of women because I paint them,” he says. “In fact, that I
paint them all the time may even show that
I have even less of an understanding. Really,
I’m trying to understand myself. It’s a selﬁsh
thing. I don’t really want to understand
women. I just want to look at them all the
time. If understanding happens as a result,
that would be really fortunate, but I don’t
see that as a foregone conclusion. The fact
is, I’m not a woman, and they’re objects of
fascination and mystery and love and anger
and everything for me. I don’t think that
that leads to greater understanding. I think
it’s possible to go through your whole life
not understanding. It’s becoming clear to
me as I enter middle age that it’s quite possible not to learn any more about something
even though you think about it all the time.
Mysteries persist. Rachel’s another subject.
There’s a part of me that doesn’t want to
understand her any more than I do. Partly,
I want to keep the abstraction, keep the goddess and the whore equally accessible.”
His phone rings again. It’s Rachel (again).
One “darling,” one “sweetheart,” something
about tonight’s dinner plans, and Currin’s
o≠ the phone. I bring up Purple Bra, the
painting back at Gagosian—the one with
the “e≠ective nipples”—because it projects
this idea of holding on to the divine and the
debased, the coexistence of the very high
with the very low. It depicts a full-ﬂeshed,
spread-eagle nude who manages to exist
without the weight of a body. She’s painted,
essentially, as a wonderful cloud, and yes,
she makes you feel, as Currin likes to say,
“everything all at once.” She, too, started o≠
as an image clipped from some spank rag:
“She was this woman spreading her legs,”
says Currin, “and talking about how she was

a horny physicist. I don’t know, she just had
an odd presence.” Currin made her resonant
(he also cropped out her head), alluring, and
just the slightest bit unreal. He moved toward the goddess, honored the whore, and
touched on everything between.
“You see a nude woman in a photograph
and you realize she went on after it was
taken,” he says. “The photograph might be
ﬁfteen years old and she’s an old woman
now; it might be ﬁfty years old and she’s
dead. Or, if it’s Internet porn, she’s probably not fresh anymore. She’s lapsed into
drugs, or she’s been hardened by her job.
She doesn’t have that magniﬁcent Estonian
20-year-oldness anymore. With a painting,
it’s the only place she’ll ever exist. It doesn’t
have to become real. There’s always the fantasy with porno that it will become real, that
it will actually happen to you. There’s not
that mandate of having to be possible in a
painting. It starts and ends as a dream.”
howie kahn is a writer living in
New York City.

>additional credits
Page 74. Top, from left: Taghi Naderzad;
copyright 2007, Linden Research, Inc. All Rights
Reserved. Bottom, from left: Courtesy of Charlie
Shanian; Leah Wiseman Fink; Louise Jarvis Flynn;
A. J. Wilhelm.
Pages 196–197. 1920s pongee from Early
Halloween Vintage Clothing. Slip by LittleFlirt.com.
Robe by Kiki De Montparnasse.
Pages 212–213. Heels, from left, by Givenchy
and Yves Saint Laurent. White vintage robe by
Yohji Yamamoto. Sneakers: Nike.
Pages 214–215. Heels by Yves Saint Laurent.
Tracksuit and sneakers by Adidas. T-shirt
by Hanro.
Page 216. Suit by Boss Black. Shirt by Giorgio
Armani. Tie, Dior Homme by Hedi Slimane. Shoes
by Prada.
Page 230. (Tim Hamilton) Hair styling by Howard
Fugler at Marek and Associates. Grooming by
Mike Potter for See Management. Set design
by Marguerite Wade for Mary Howard Studio.
Produced by Ruth Levy.
Page 232. (Helmut Lang) Hair by Harry Josh
for Serge Normant Salon. Makeup by Jodie
Boland for Dior. Manicure by Gina Viviano for
ArtistsByTimothyPriano.com. Produced by
Ruth Levy.
Page 233. (Adam+Eve) Hair by Giannandrea for
L’Oréal Professionnel. Makeup by Regine Thorre at
Marek and Associates. Produced by Ruth Levy.
Page 234. (Michael Bastian) Hair by Giannandrea
for L’Oréal Professionnel. Makeup by Regine
Thorre at Marek and Associates. Set design by
Emilio Saez for Mary Howard Studio. Produced by
Ruth Levy.
Page 235. (Nice Collective) Grooming by Patricia
Morales for Redken For Men/Cutler. Produced by
Ruth Levy.
Page 236. (Band of Outsiders) Grooming by
Catherine Furniss for Matrix Men. Set design by
Lisa Bazadona for Mary Howard Studio. Produced
by Ruth Levy.
Page 237. (Barker Black) Hair by Harry Josh for
Serge Normant Salon. Grooming by Jodie Boland
for Dior. Produced by Ruth Levy.
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